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Abstract8
We study granular suspensions under a variety of extensional deformations and simple shear9
using numerical simulations. The viscosity and Trouton’s ratio (the ratio of extensional to shear10
viscosity) are computed as functions of solids volume fraction φ close to the limit of zero inertia.11
Suspensions of frictionless particles follow a Newtonian Trouton’s ratio for φ all the way up to φ0,12
a universal jamming point that is independent of deformation type. In contrast, frictional particles13
lead to a deformation-type-dependent jamming fraction φm, which is largest for shear flows. Trou-14
ton’s ratio consequently starts off Newtonian but diverges as φ→ φm. We explain this discrepancy15
in suspensions of frictional particles by considering the particle arrangements at jamming. While16
frictionless particle suspensions have a nearly isotropic microstructure at jamming, friction permits17
more anisotropic contact chains that allow jamming at lower φ but introduce protocol dependence.18
Finally, we provide evidence that viscous number rheology can be extended from shear to exten-19
sional deformations, with a particularly successful collapse for frictionless particles. Extensional20
deformations are an important class of rheometric flow in suspensions, relevant to paste processing,21
granulation and high performance materials.22
I. INTRODUCTION23
Industrial and geophysical processes that involve dense suspensions in motion invariably24
exhibit combinations of shear and extensional flow [1, 2]. To achieve a useful description of25
their rheological properties, one must therefore start with a sound knowledge of the material26
response to both types of deformation. Despite this clear requirement, most of the recent27
influential developments in the understanding of suspension rheology (both experimental [3,28
4] and numerical [5–7]), and indeed dry granular material rheology (see for example Refs [8,29
9]), have focussed exclusively on shear flows. This shortcoming is understandable in part due30
to the relative difficulty of achieving purely extensional flows experimentally. Extensional31
deformations are, however, more severe than shearing in the sense that material elements32
move apart exponentially, rather than linearly, with time (or strain) [10], so in practical33
applications they may well prove to dominate the overall rheological phenomenology. The34
relative importance of extensional to shear rheological properties is traditionally quantified35
using Trouton’s ratio, the ratio of extensional to shear viscosity.36
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Extensional rheology is better understood in polymers, with many successful experimental37
approaches having been developed over the past four decades. Classical techniques include38
melt stretching [11], filament stretching [12, 13], flows through a contraction [14–19] and39
lubricated squeezing [20, 21]. Led by experimental insights from such techniques, constitu-40
tive models for polymer rheology have long benefitted from understanding both shear and41
extensional flows [22, 23]. For the continued progression of the field of suspension rheology,42
it is essential that the understanding of arbitrary deformations can be brought up to speed43
with that of polymers.44
In recent years, there have been a number of experimental studies of the extensional rhe-45
ology of dense suspensions using similar techniques to those above. There has been notable46
emphasis on shear thickening systems, a particular class of suspension that sits close to the47
colloidal-granular interface [4]. A popular route has been to use a filament stretching device48
to probe the high deformation rate uniaxial extension regime. In such experiments, Roth-49
stein and coworkers observed strain hardening in nano- and micrometre particle suspensions,50
with light scattering results suggesting particle self-organisation as the origin [24, 25]. The51
approach is robust enough to detect changes in particle concentration and solvent prop-52
erties [26] and to examine properties relevant to printing and other applications [27, 28].53
Devices of this type have the added complexity of a liquid-air interface, the shape of which54
distorts under rapid extensional flows, leading naturally to a connection between strain hard-55
ening and granule formation [29]. Another series of experiments placed a tensile load on a56
cornstarch suspension [30], leading to the unexpected result that shear jamming and shear57
thickening, both purportedly manifestations of stress-induced particle friction [31], can be58
independently inhibited using chemical modifiers [32].59
A simulation model predicting shear thickening under extensional flow has emerged re-60
cently [33], and found a Trouton’s ratio of 4 for planar extension (both above and below61
shear thickening), surprisingly consistent with the prediction for a Newtonian fluid. The62
analysis focussed on the effect of polydispersity on shear thickening at a small number of63
volume fractions. It is has not yet been explored whether there is solids volume fraction64
dependence or deformation-type dependence beyond planar extension. Experimental mea-65
surements of Trouton’s ratio have been reported for suspensions and found to be O(10) in66
the Brownian regime [34] and slightly above the expected Newtonian values in the granular67
regime [35]. Furthermore, particle roughness was found to enhance the extensional viscosity,68
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demonstrating the importance of including particle-particle friction in numerical models and69
constitutive descriptions of extensional flow.70
The focus on shear thickening is understandable given its ubiquity in applications, but it71
has led to an overlooking of the underlying rheological behaviour of granular (by which we72
mean athermal) suspensions under extensional flow. This underlying behaviour is typically73
described under shear flow by the much-used viscous number model, the so-called µ(Iv)-74
rheology [3]. It is a robust framework for rheological modelling of granular particles of75
arbitrary particle-particle friction, and takes as its basis the assumption that for sufficiently76
hard spheres the only relevant stress scale is the hydrodynamic one. This leads naturally77
to apparent Newtonian rheology in which all stresses scale linearly with shear rates, but78
remain highly sensitive to the solid volume fraction φ. The presence of a particle pressure79
under shear flow [3], complicated by an ambiguity in measured values of reported normal80
stress differences [36, 37], however, leads crucially to the denomination ‘quasi’-Newtonian81
for any dense granular suspension described by µ(Iv)-rheology. Consequently, it is not clear82
whether this framework can be generalised to extensional flows, and in particular whether83
ratios of normal to shear stresses (expressed as Trouton’s ratio) should be truly Newtonian84
in such circumstances, in spite of the direct proportionality between stresses σ and shear85
rates γ˙. In this respect, extensional flows are an important class of rheometric flow for86
studying suspensions close to jamming.87
In this article, we use numerical simulations to study dense granular suspensions under88
extensional flow. We implement a minimal discrete element-type numerical model that keeps89
track of the trajectories and forces on overdamped, neutrally buoyant suspended spheres,90
which are updated in a deterministic way according to Newtonian dynamics. The force91
terms comprise hydrodynamic lubrication and harmonic contact potentials with friction.92
The model operates in the athermal, non-inertial regime. We consider planar, uniaxial and93
biaxial deformations and compute the Trouton’s ratios as a function of the solid volume94
fraction, using shear flow as a reference. The distinction identified recently between sliding95
and rolling contacts for suspended particles [38, 39] and, by extension, the role of frictional96
forces in suspensions of large particles, ought still to be valid for extensional flows, so it is97
essential to consider explicitly the role of static friction between particles. For this reason,98
our model allows hydrodynamic lubrication forces to break down on some surface roughness99
lengthscale, and we thereafter consider direct particle-particle contacts with static friction100
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coefficient µ.101
We first describe our numerical simulation methodology (Section II), before describing102
the deformation types studied and the method of imposing them (Section III). We then103
describe the response of the material during the straining period (Section IV), and go on104
to demonstrate the divergence of the shear and extensional viscosities with volume fraction105
(Section V). We find a discrepancy in the critical volume fractions for suspensions of frictional106
particles that can be explained by considering the microstructural configurations at jamming107
(Section VI). Finally, we discuss to what extent the results for extensional flow can be108
mapped on to viscous number rheology (Section VII).109
II. NUMERICAL MODEL110
Our model considers athermal, noninertial, neutrally bouyant particles that represent a111
suspension corresponding to that used in the seminal experiment of Boyer et al. [3]. We112
consider a periodic domain containing bidisperse spheres with solids volume fraction φ. The113
particles have density ρ and radii a and 1.4a, mixed in equal numbers. The simulation box114
is initialised with 12,000 (shear) or 15,000 (extension) particles (we explore the importance115
of system size in the Appendix) placed randomly before being relaxed to achieve minimally116
overlapping states. In what follows, we report ensemble averages over five realisations ob-117
tained by changing the initial configurations using a random seed. The simulation box is118
deformed according to a velocity gradient tensorU∞. Suspended particles are thus subjected119
to a rate of strain tensor with symmetric and antisymmetric parts E∞ and Ω∞ respectively,120
where the background fluid flow at x follows U∞(x) = E∞x+ Ω∞ × x.121
a. Hydrodynamic forces Hydrodynamic interactions between particles are based upon122
the resistance matrix formalism described by Refs [40–42]. Following Ball and Melrose [43]123
we consider short-ranged, frame-invariant, pairwise interactions. For neighbouring particles124
1 and 2, translating with velocities U1, U2 and rotating at Ω1, Ω2, and with centre-centre125
vector r (and n = r/|r|) pointing from particle 2 to particle 1, it can be shown [44] that126
the force F h and torque Γh on particle 1 are given by:127
F h/ηf =(X
A
11n⊗ n+ Y A11(I − n⊗ n))(U2 −U1)
+ Y B11 (Ω1 × n) + Y B21 (Ω2 × n),
(1a)128
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Γh/ηf =Y
B
11 (U2 −U1)× n
− (I − n⊗ n)(Y C11Ω1 + Y C12Ω2),
(1b)130
where ηf is the Newtonian viscosity of the suspending liquid. For particle radii a1 and a2,131
the surface-surface separation is given by h = |r| − (a1 + a2), which we nondimensionalise132
as ξ = 2h/(a1 + a2). The scalar resistances X
A
11, Y
A
11, Y
B
11 , Y
B
21 , Y
C
11 and Y
C
12 comprise short133
range contributions that diverge as 1/ξ and ln(1/ξ) and are given in Appendix A. We134
neglect interactions that have h > 0.05a (with a the smaller particle radius). The per-force135
hydrodynamic stresslet is Shij = −12
(
F hi rj + F
h
j ri
)
. A drag force and torque act on particle136
1 at position x1, given by137
F d = −6piηfa1(U1 −U∞(x1)), (2a)138
139
Γd = −8piηfa31(Ω1 −Ω∞(x1)), (2b)140
leading to per-particle contributions to the stresslet given by Sd = −20pi
3
ηfa
3
1E
∞.141
b. Contact forces Following experimental evidence that lubrication layers break down142
in suspensions under large stress [38], and, equivalently, for large particles [4], we use a143
minimum h defined as hmin = 0.001a, below which hydrodynamic forces are regularised144
and particles may come into mechanical contact. For a particle pair with contact overlap145
δ = ((a1 + a2) − |r|)Θ((a1 + a2) − |r|) and centre-centre unit vector n, we compute the146
contact force and torque on particle 1 according to [45]:147
F c = knδn− ktu (3a)148
149
Γc = a1kt(n× u) (3b)150
where u represents the incremental tangential displacement, reset at the initiation of each151
contact. kn and kt are stiffnesses, with kt = (2/7)kn. The tangential force component is152
restricted by a Coulomb friction coefficient µ such that |ktu| ≤ µknδ. For larger values of153
|ktu|, contacts enter a sliding regime. We take the stresslet as Scij = −F ci rj.154
Trajectories are computed from the above forces. Contact and hydrodynamic forces155
and torques are summed on each particle and the trajectory is updated according to a156
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Velocity-Verlet algorithm. The dynamics are controlled by three dimensionless quantities:157
the volume fraction φ, the Stokes number St and the stiffness-scaled shear rate ˆ˙γ. We158
ensure that the Stokes number St = ργ˙a2/ηf remains  1 throughout to approximate over-159
damped conditions. We found O(10−3) to be sufficiently small in practice and achieved this160
by setting particle radius a = 0.5 [length], density ρ = 1 [mass/length3], suspending fluid161
viscosity ηf = 0.1 [mass/(time × length)] and shear rate γ˙ = 0.001 [1/time]. In this limit162
we expect rate-independent rheology in which all stresses scale linearly with deformation163
rates. The extent to which the particles may be considered hard spheres is set by the164
shear rate rescaled with particle stiffness, as given by ˆ˙γ = 2γ˙a/
√
kn/(2ρa) [8]. We set165
ˆ˙γ < 10−5 throughout by setting kn = 50000 [mass/time2]. The model is implemented166
in LAMMPS [46]. The overall stress tensor is computed by summing over all of the stresslets167
σ = −2ηfE∞+ 1V
(∑
i S
d +
∑
ph
Sh +
∑
pc
Sc
)
where the sums are over individual particles168
i, hydrodynamically interacting pairs ph and contacting pairs pc.169
III. DESCRIPTION OF APPLIED DEFORMATIONS170
171
We consider shear, planar, uniaxial and biaxial flows as illustrated schematically in Fig-172
ures 1(a)-(d) respectively. Consider the general velocity gradient tensor U∞ in three dimen-173
sions which has components ∂vi/∂xj. From this, we obtain the components of the symmetric174
rate of deformation tensor as E∞ij =
1
2
(
∂vi
∂xj
+
∂vj
∂xi
)
. Shear flows have a corresponding rota-175
tional part Ω∞ij =
1
2
(
∂vi
∂xj
− ∂vj
∂xi
)
, while extensional flows are irrotational. For the case of176
a Newtonian fluid, the stress tensor is then given simply by σij = −pδij + 2η†E∞ij where177
η† is the Newtonian viscosity. In Table I we present the rate of deformation tensors E∞178
corresponding to each of the flow types explored in this work, as well as the magnitudes179
|E∞| = √2E∞ : E∞ and the associated viscosity definitions, which follow Ref [2]. It is180
noted that the framework of Jones et al. [47] dictates that for the uniaxial Trouton’s ratio181
we should compare the shear viscosity at γ˙ with the uniaxial extensional viscosity at
√
3γ˙.182
Comparing the reported deformation rate magnitudes in Table I, we see that this require-183
ment is satisfied. We take the Trouton’s ratios (Tr) as the ratios of each of the extensional184
viscosities to the shear viscosity. These lead to values of the Newtonian Trouton’s ratio of185
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Rate of deformation E∞ Magnitude |E∞| Viscosity
Simple
shear

0 12 γ˙ 0
1
2 γ˙ 0 0
0 0 0
 γ˙ σ12/γ˙ = η†
Planar
extension

−γ˙ 0 0
0 γ˙ 0
0 0 0
 2γ˙ (σ22 − σ11)/γ˙ = 4η†
Uniaxial
extension

−12 γ˙ 0 0
0 −12 γ˙ 0
0 0 γ˙
 √3γ˙ (σ33 − σ11)/γ˙ = 3η†
Biaxial
extension

γ˙ 0 0
0 γ˙ 0
0 0 −2γ˙
 2√3γ˙ (σ11 − σ33)/γ˙ = 6η†
TABLE I. Rate of deformation tensors E∞, their magnitudes, and the viscosity definitions for each
type of flow explored in this work.
4, 3 and 6 for planar, uniaxial and biaxial flows, respectively. We will use these values as a186
basis for comparison for the extensional flows modelled in this work.187
Volume-conserving deformations are applied to the simulated suspension by incrementally188
changing the dimensions of the periodic box according to the relevant rate of deformation189
tensor. To simulate simple shear, we use a triclinic periodic box with a tilt length Lxy (see190
Figure 1(a)) that is incrementally increased linearly in time as Lxy(t) = Lxy(t0) + Lyγ˙t,191
giving a deformation that is entirely equivalent to that obtained using a Lees-Edwards192
boundary condition. For extensional flows, the leading box dimension is increased with193
time according to L(t) = L(t0)e
γ˙t to give a constant true strain rate, that we quantify as194
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the deformations applied in this work. Shown are (a) simple shear; (b)
planar extension; (c) uniaxial extension; (d) biaxial extension. In each case the wireframe box
illustrates the box dimensions at an earlier time and the red arrows indicate the directions of the
applied deformation. The upper coordinate diagram refers to (a) while the lower one refers to
(c)-(d). The box deformations lead to uniform velocity gradients. Shown in (e)-(g) are examples
of the velocity gradients obtained during uniaxial extension at increasing strain increments. (h)
Plot of viscosity as a function of strain for each flow type (at φ = 0.45 and friction µ = 1) showing
start-up period (shaded) and the steady flow period (unshaded). Black arrow indicates region
from which viscosities are used for averaging. (i) Plot of Trouton’s ratio as a function of strain
for each flow type. Dashed lines represent the corresponding Newtonian values. In each case the
grey shaded area represents the maximum and minimum values obtained during five independent
simulation runs. Coloured bars next to figure labels (a)-(d) correspond to the colours in (h) and
(i).
γ˙. The other box dimensions are varied accordingly to conserve the volume. We verified195
that neglecting particle-particle interactions and imposing simply the deformation protocol196
described here and the Stokes drag forces described above leads to particle trajectories that197
follow precisely the affine deformation of the simulation box. The velocity of any particle198
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that crosses a periodic boundary is remapped according to the velocity gradient across the199
box perpendicular to that boundary. The velocity gradient at any point in the simulation200
box at any time represents the overall applied box deformation and thus the particles are201
subjected to uniform velocity gradients as illustrated in Figure 1(e)-(g).202
Whereas the shear deformation can be continually remapped to permit arbitrarily large203
deformations, the extensional deformations are constrained in magnitude since our simula-204
tion approach involves ‘shrinking’ one of the box dimensions with time. Taking the uniaxial205
deformation as an illustrative example, we initiate the simulation box with 15,000 particles206
of radii a and 1.4a and with a cuboidal box of dimensions 171.4a × 171.4a × 10a (giving207
φ = 0.4 in this case). During the period for which we observe strain-independence of the208
viscosity (see below), the box dimensions remain O(10)a in x, y and z. There is uniform209
straining throughout the sample during this period, with steady state locally acting velocity210
gradients that match the overall box deformation (see Figure 1 and Supplementary Video).211
We verified that there is no system size dependence by simulating a smaller sample and212
achieving a comparable (though shorter) steady-state period. Our numerical model breaks213
down at large extensional strains as the contracting dimensions of the simulation box reach214
O(1) particle radii and particles ‘see’ themselves through periodic images (see Appendix).215
Notwithstanding the difficulty in achieving large deformations, the approach we describe216
here to achieve steady velocity gradients during various extensional deformations has been217
discussed and applied previously in several works across glassy and polymeric systems (see,218
for example, Refs [48–54]). To reach larger strains, it is necessary to implement remappings219
such as those described by Kraynik and Reinelt [33, 55, 56] for planar deformations. For220
materials involving long time/length scales (polymer melts for instance), these boundaries221
are essential. For dense suspensions, one the other hand, that can reach a steady state222
within strains of 1 or 2 [57], they may be useful for some studies but are not crucial to study223
steady phenomena. The planar deformation used in this work is equivalent to that acting224
between remappings of the Kraynik-Reinelt scheme.225
IV. EVOLUTION OF SUSPENSION VISCOSITY WITH STRAIN226
Starting from a quiescent state with minimal particle-particle contacts, we begin the227
constant-rate deformation. The viscosity for each is computed from the simulation data228
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according to the definitions in Table I. For example, the suspension viscosity under uniaxial229
extension is given by η = (σzz−σxx)/γ˙. This result is further rescaled by the suspending fluid230
viscosity ηf and we thus present reduced viscosities as η/ηf . Viscosity versus strain plots231
for each deformation type are given in Figure 1(h), at volume fraction φ = 0.45 and friction232
coefficient µ = 1. For small strains γ˙t < 1 we identify start-up regimes in which the viscosity233
increases with strain. During this time, the number of direct particle-particle contacts234
increases with strain and a flow-induced microstructure establishes [57, 58]. As can be seen,235
we are able to achieve a strain-independent region with a strain magnitude γ˙t = O(1).236
It is noted that the biaxial extension simulation is conducted using the output from the237
uniaxial extension as the initial condition. Thus the initial period presented for biaxial flow238
corresponds to a flow reversal rather than to a start-up from a quiescent state. Interestingly,239
a familiar characteristic surge in stresses [57] (hydrodynamic in origin) is observed at very240
small strains, indicative of placing closed particle contacts under tension as discussed by241
Refs [59, 60].242
In Figure 1(i) we give the evolution of Trouton’s ratio with strain, evaluated by rescaling243
the extensional viscosities by the shear viscosity at each strain increment. There are two244
interesting features to note. The most striking is that, for γ˙t > 1, the results are remarkably245
close to the Newtonian values. This suggests that the quasi-Newtonian character of over-246
damped suspensions extends beyond the linear scaling of shear stresses with shear rates. The247
result for planar extension matches that predicted by an independent simulation model [33].248
The second interesting feature is the surge in Trouton’s ratio for each of the extensional249
flows, with a maximum at around γ˙t = 0.5. This indicates a faster microstructural evolu-250
tion for extensional flows compared to shear flows. Such a finding is consistent with the form251
of the applied deformations, which see fluid elements move together/apart exponentially for252
extensional flows but linearly for shear flows. The shaded regions in Figure 1(i) represent253
the maximal and minimal values obtained over five independent simulation runs, indicating254
a very weak dependence on the initial configuration. Error bars are thus omitted from the255
following results and discussion.256
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FIG. 2. Top: Divergence of the reduced viscosity η/ηf as a function of volume fraction φ for shear,
planar, uniaxial and biaxial flow with frictionless (a) and frictional (b) particles. Also shown are the
relative hydrodynamic and contact contributions to the shear viscosity. Qualitatively equivalent
results are obtained for the extensional flows (not shown). Highlighted in the red shaded region
in (a) and (b) are the ‘jammed’ regions where the rheology is no longer expected to be viscous
and thus a Newtonian Trouton’s ratio is not expected. Insets (a) and (b): Same data as (a) and
(b) but focussing on the region near jamming where there is a discrepancy in jamming volume
fraction. Plotted on the y-axes are the viscosities rescaled by their values at jamming (as measured
under biaxial extension). Highlighted in Inset (b) in the red circle is the anomalous point for shear
flow, which enters the jammed region at higher volume fractions than extensional flows. Bottom:
Evolution of Trouton’s ratio with volume fraction φ for planar, uniaxial and biaxial flow with
frictionless (c) and frictional (d) particles. Highlighted are regions where the ratio matches that of
a Newtonian fluid (blue), where it deviates on the approach to jamming (green), and where it is
fully jammed (red).
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V. EVOLUTION OF THE VISCOSITY AND TROUTON’S RATIO WITH VOL-257
UME FRACTION258
Presented in Figure 2 is the evolution of viscosity for frictionless (a) and frictional (b)259
particles and the evolution of Trouton’s ratio Tr for frictionless (c) and frictional (d) particles,260
with volume fraction φ for each deformation type. In general, the viscosities for all flow types261
follow the form η/ηf = α(1 − φ/φc)−β, with φc a generic ‘critical’ volume fraction and β262
a scaling parameter much discussed in the literature [61] and reported to be ≈ 2 in shear263
flow experiments (see, for example, [4]). Following conventional nomenclature [31] we drop264
φc and label the frictionless and frictional jamming points φ0 and φm, respectively, where265
φm depends on µ. We fitted such a form to our biaxial extension data and found α = 1.25,266
β = 1.6 and φ0 = 0.644 for frictionless and α = 1.1, β = 2 and φm = 0.575 for frictional267
particles. Also shown in (a) and (b) are the hydrodynamic and contact contributions to268
the shear viscosity which, when summed and complemented by the Stokes term 2ηfE
∞ lead269
to the total shear viscosity. We find that for frictional particles, contacts dominate even270
for φ < 0.4, while for frictionless particles contacts only become dominant at φ > 0.54.271
Comparable behaviour of the contact and hydrodynamic viscosities is obtained for all of the272
flow types.273
For φ > (φ0, φm), the suspension enters a jammed state as indicated by the shaded red274
region in Figures 2(a)-(d). Here, flow is only possible through particle deformations and275
thus for strictly hard spheres, jamming represents flow arrest. For the nearly-hard spheres276
considered in this work, we enter a high stress flowing regime in which an elasticity emerges277
corresponding to the stiffness of the particle-particle repulsion. Such a region can only be278
observed experimentally when the particles are sufficiently soft, for example in emulsions [62].279
In any case, the flow in this region is not strictly viscous and thus is not expected to obey280
Newtonian Trouton’s ratios.281
The values of Tr presented in Figures 2(c)-(d) demonstrate a remarkably broad range282
of volume fractions for which the flow appears to be approximately Newtonian, persisting283
up to φ ≈ 0.62 for frictionless and φ ≈ 0.54 for frictional particles. Tr reaches between284
7 and 8 under biaxial extension, but given the logarithmic scale over which the overall285
stresses are varying, we consider a discrepancy of ≈ 25% from the Newtonian value to be286
insubstantial. Interestingly, our simulation result implies that there is very weak dependence287
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of Trouton’s ratio on particle-particle friction for φ < 0.54, despite the importance of the288
contact stress contribution and the dominant role of friction in setting the viscosity at these289
volume fractions.290
An interesting disparity between frictionless and frictional particles emerges in the ‘ap-291
proaching jamming’ region, for volume fractions 0.54 < φ < 0.65. In the frictionless scenario,292
a narrow transition window of ∆φ ≈ 0.02 exists in which Tr rapidly and monotonically293
switches from its low (φ < φ0) plateau to a high (φ > φ0) plateau. The monotonicity sug-294
gests that each of the flowing states approach a common, deformation-type-independent,295
value of φ0. The width of this ‘approaching jamming’ region decreases with increasing par-296
ticle stiffness as the transition to jamming becomes sharper (see Appendix). By contrast,297
Tr for frictional particles begins to exceed its Newtonian values around ∆φ ≈ 0.05 below298
jamming φm. This suggests there is a window in which the extensional viscosity of sus-299
pended frictional particles exceeds the shear viscosity by up to an order of magnitude. In300
fact, we find (see Appendix) that this spike in the Trouton’s ratio for frictional particles301
scales with the stiffness of the particles, strongly suggesting that at volume fractions in this302
region, Tr actually represents a ratio between jammed and flowing states (rather than two303
stiffness-independent flowing states as is the case for frictionless particles, which show no304
such scaling) thus implying a discrepancy in φm for different flow types. Returning to the305
viscosity divergence plotted in Figure 2(b) Inset, we verify that the surge in Tr corresponds306
to a mismatch in the frictional jamming volume fraction φm for different flow types, as high-307
lighted by the red circle that indicates the entry to jamming for shear flow is shifted to the308
right with respect to extensional flows. The extensional viscosities tend to diverge at a com-309
mon volume fraction that is approximately 0.005 below that for shear flow. Based on this310
monotonicity and nonmonotonicity in Tr for frictionless and frictional particles respectively,311
we thus conclude that φm depends subtly upon the deformation type whereas φ0 does not.312
(Though there appears to be a visual mismatch between φ0 values for different deformation313
types in Figure 2a, the monotonicity of Tr (Figure 2c) proves that the shift is only in the314
y−axis and not in x.)315
It is also noted that there is weak φ dependence of Tr above φ0 (φm) for frictionless316
(frictional) particles. If we crudely take the rheology here to be quasistatic [8], and thus317
dependent on the ‘shape’ of the deformation tensor but not the relative magnitude of the de-318
formation rate, we can obtain a reasonable prediction of Tr above jamming. Specifically, for319
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planar, uniaxial and biaxial flows we obtain, respectively, Tr ∼ 4/2, ∼ 3/√3 and ∼ 6/(2√3)320
above jamming, regardless of particle-particle friction, corresponding to the representative321
viscosities rescaled by the magnitude of E∞ (see Table I).322
The deformation type dependence of φm suggests a clear route to intermittent jamming323
through changes in deformation type. For example, at a volume fraction of φ ≈ 0.575, a324
suspension of frictional particles is quasi-Newtonian under shear flow, but jammed under325
extensional flow. This poses a direct challenge to industrial processes that involve mixed326
flow, suggesting that a fluid element at fixed volume fraction might transiently jam and327
unjam dependent upon the instantaneous flow type to which it is subjected. Such an effect328
is not predicted for frictionless particles.329
VI. MICROSTRUCTURAL BEHAVIOUR CLOSE TO JAMMING330
We observed a deformation-type-independent critical volume fraction φ0 for frictionless331
particles, but a deformation-type-dependent φm for frictional particles. This is consistent332
with earlier observations that frictional jamming, which occurs at φm, shows protocol depen-333
dence and hysteresis. Flow arrest in frictional particles is thus often described as a fragile or334
shear-jamming transition that masks an underlying true jamming transition which occurs335
at φ0 (with φ0 > φm) [64].336
When frictional forces are large, percolating chains of stable but fragile particle-particle337
contacts can permit jamming with considerable anisotropy at volume fractions below φ0 (see,338
for example, Refs [64–66]). In such systems, experiments show hysteretic effects whereby339
the material initially jams at some low packing fraction (similar to our φm here) but upon340
further perturbations it consolidates and approaches φ0 [67]. No such hysteresis is observed341
at frictionless jamming [68], which thus occurs when the material reaches an isotropic (or, at342
least, more isotropic, see Baity-Jesi et al. [69]) packed state. Our suspension of frictionless343
particles might thus reach jamming at an isotropic configuration that is not protocol (i.e.344
deformation type) dependent, whereas the frictional particles reach jamming when their345
dynamically evolving force chains are able to percolate the system and permit an anisotropic346
jammed state, which is necessarily protocol dependent.347
To test whether this description is suitable for explaining our observed divergence of348
Tr for frictional (but not frictionless) particles, we consider the microstructural anisotropy349
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FIG. 3. Behaviour of the microstructural fabric close to the critical volume fraction for each
deformation type explored in this work. Shown are the scalar fabric A for (a) frictionless particles
and (b) frictional particles. Dashed arrows show exemplary values of A at jamming. In (c) and
(d) we draw schematic illustrations of microstructural fabric for shear flow and planar extension,
respectively. Dark shading corresponds to load-bearing contacts while light shading corresponds
to ‘spectator’ particles [63]. Straight blue arrows indicate compressive axes; curved blue arrows
indicate rotational component; grey arrows indicate streamlines corresponding to affine flow. Shown
in (e) and (f) are radial distributions of particle-particle contacts (defined when |r| < (a1 + a2))
at the critical volume fraction, projected onto xy for shear and planar flows. The shape of the
distribution reflects the values of A (dashed black lines show the result when our algorithm is
run using 5 × 105 random points distributed uniformly over a spherical surface). Suspensions of
frictionless particles jam with A less than half the frictional value, and thus the distribution is
more circular.
at the critical volume fraction. To do this, we consult a familiar form of fabric tensor350
defined as Aij = 〈ninj〉 − 13δij [70], where ni is a particle-particle unit vector and angular351
brackets represent an average over all particles that are in mechanical contact (defined352
when |r| < (a1 + a2)). For a large, isotropic sample, one obtains Aij → 0. We use scalar353
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FIG. 4. Viscous number rheology for shear and extensional flows. Shown are the volume fraction as
a function of viscous number for frictionless (a) and frictional (b) particles, and the stress ratio as a
function of viscous number for frictionless (c) and frictional (d) particles. We redefined the viscous
number replacing γ˙ with |E∞| and redefined the stress ratio by rescaling σ with a Newtonian
Trouton’s ratio for each flow type. We thus arrive at the collapsed plots of volume fraction as a
function of viscous number for frictionless ((a), Inset) and frictional particles ((b), Inset) and stress
ratio as a function of viscous number for frictionless ((c), Inset) and frictional particles ((d), Inset).
We provide fits to the Inset data according to the expressions given therein, with the parameters
given in the main text. Also shown in (b) and (d) are the predictions given by Boyer et al. [3]
based on shear flow experiments.
representations of the fabric, A, corresponding to the viscosity definitions given in Table I,354
for shear A := Axy, planar A := Ayy−Axx, uniaxial A := Azz−Axx and biaxial A := Axx−Azz355
deformations.356
Fabric data are presented for frictionless and frictional particles in Figures 3(a) and (b)357
respectively. In all cases negative A corresponds to a preferential orientation of contacts358
along the compressive flow axis, which we illustrate schematically in Figures 3(c) and (d)359
for shear and planar extension deformations, respectively. In Figures 3(e) and (f) we plot the360
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distribution of the vector ni projected onto the xy-plane for shear and planar flow. There361
is always an alignment of contacts along the compressive axes, regardless of φ, friction and362
deformation type. We find that A → 0 as φ increases, indicating that the microstructure363
generally becomes more isotropic as jamming is approached. Crucially, it is observed that364
there is a strong disparity in the values of A measured at the jamming point when comparing365
frictionless and frictional particles. Frictionless particles jam when A is closer to 0 (indicative366
examples are A = −0.028 for shear and A = −0.029 for planar deformations at φ0, indicated367
in Figure 3a) indicating that flow-arrest is achieved with a more isotropic microstructure368
than in frictional flows, which have A = −0.063 and A = −0.113 respectively at their369
respective φm (Figure 3b). This finding is also apparent in the radial distributions shown370
in Figures 3(e)-(f). These show a more anisotropic distribution of contact forces at the371
jamming volume fraction for frictional compared to frictionless particles, with a surplus of372
particle contacts along the NW-SE axis under shear flow and the E-W axis under planar373
flow. In contrast, the profiles for frictionless particles are, while not perfectly circular, rather374
more uniform. Moreover, there is little deformation type dependence in the value of A at φ0375
for frictionless particles, suggesting that, although the definitions of A vary with each case,376
jamming occurs with a similarly isotropic structure in each case. By contrast, there is quite377
some variation in A at φm for frictional particles, again emphasising the dependence upon378
deformation type.379
Frictionless particles only jam when their arrangement is nearly isotropic, so it doesn’t380
matter what type of deformation we apply; frictional particles can jam in an anisotropic381
state, so it matters how we deform them up to this point. We thus conclude that frictionless382
particles have constant Tr all the way to φ0 because different deformation types share this383
critical volume fraction; frictional particles have a deformation type dependent φm which is384
highest for shear flows, meaning Tr diverges between e.g. φuniaxialm and φ
shear
m .385
VII. MAPPING THE EXTENSIONAL DEFORMATIONS ONTO VISCOUS NUM-386
BER RHEOLOGY387
We finally verify that the numerical model described herein predicts flow behaviour un-388
der shear and extension that qualitatively follows the viscous number rheology framework389
proposed by Boyer et al. [3] very well. The viscous number is defined as Iv = ηf γ˙/P (for390
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suspending fluid viscosity ηf , deformation rate γ˙ and pressure P ) and works as an ana-391
logue of the inertial number used in dry granular material modelling [9]. In the athermal,392
non-inertial limit, the rheological state of a suspension can be uniquely defined using two393
functions that relate the volume fraction φ and the stress ratio τ = σ/P to the viscous num-394
ber Iv. The stress ratio, which is ordinarily taken as the ratio between the shear stress and395
mean normal stress (i.e. the pressure P ), is defined in this work according to the viscosity396
definitions given in Table I. Specifically, we replace the shear stress with a generic stress397
σ given by σ := σxy for shear, σ := σyy − σxx for planar, σ := σzz − σxx for uniaxial and398
σ := σxx − σzz for biaxial deformations. For each flow type, the pressure is taken simply399
as P = −1
3
∑
i=x,y,z σii. The functions φ(Iv) and τ(Iv) are presented in Figure 4. Crucially,400
qualitatively consistent behaviour is observed for both shear and extensional flows and for401
both frictionless and frictional particles. Comparing frictionless and frictional cases quanti-402
tatively, we find discrepancies in the critical φ, as discussed above, as well as discrepancies403
in the limiting τ at low Iv, which has been discussed earlier by Da Cruz et al. [71]. We also404
show in Figure 4(b) and (d) the predictions based on the model proposed by Boyer et al.405
[3], for which they give parameters appropriate for frictional particles (we use their param-406
eters here). Sources of discrepancy between the present result and the model prediction are407
variations in polydispersity (which alter the numerical value of the critical volume fraction408
φ measured when Iv → 0), variations in particle-particle friction coefficient (which alter409
the numerical value of the limiting stress ratio σ/P measured as Iv → 0) and variations in410
particle hardness (which alter the critical viscous number at which volume fractions may411
exceed the critical volume fraction).412
Considering φ(Iv) in Figures 4(a) and (b), we find some discrepancy in the quantitative413
results for different flow types below the critical volume fraction. Interestingly, we find414
that a convincing collapse of the data in this region is obtained if we redefine Iv based415
on the magnitude of the deformation rate tensor, that is replacing γ˙ with |E∞| to give416
I ′v = ηf |E∞|/P , Figure 4(a) and (b) [Inset]. This result implies that an alternative Trouton’s417
ratio (Trp) may be defined for the mean normal stresses, taking values that correspond418
approximately to |E∞| for each flow type. Comparing τ(Iv) in Figures 4(c) and (d), we419
similarly find a qualitative match for all flow types, but a quantitative discrepancy. Since420
we have demonstrated satisfactory correspondence to Newtonian Tr for a broad range of φ,421
as well as a convincing collapse of φ(Iv) with |E∞| that implies an equivalent Trp, we crudely422
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define a rescaled stress ratio as τ ′ = (σ/Tr)/(P/Trp). Using τ ′ and I ′v as defined above, we423
again are able to collapse the data, Figure 4(c) and (d) [Inset]. The collapse is particularly424
convincing for frictionless particles and still rather good for frictional particles.425
This result demonstrates that, provided the stresses are rescaled appropriately by their426
Trouton’s ratios (which we have shown can be considered as Newtonian for a broad range427
of φ), the viscous number rheology framework proposed by Boyer et al. [3] can predict the428
rheology for all of the deformations considered in this work with a single set of parameters.429
We provide examples of such a fitting for the frictionless case (Figures 4(a) and (c) (Inset)),430
using φ(I ′v) = φ0/(1 + I
′1/2
v ) and τ ′(I ′v) = µ1 + (µ2 − µ1)/(1 + I0/I ′v) + I ′v + 2.5φ0I ′1/2v with431
φ0 = 0.644, µ1 = 0.1, and the parameters µ2 = 0.7 and I0 = 0.005 following Boyer et al. [3].432
Similarly for the frictional case (Figures 4(b) and (d) (Inset)), with φ(I ′v) = φm/(1+I
′1/2
v ) and433
τ ′(I ′v) = µ1+(µ2−µ1)/(1+I0/I ′v)+I ′v+2.5φmI ′1/2v with φm = 0.575 and the parameters µ1 =434
0.32, µ2 = 0.7 and I0 = 0.005 following Boyer et al. [3]. Since the necessary stress rescalings435
derive directly from the relationships between the rate of strain tensors defined above, and436
according to Newtonian rheology (at least for volume fractions up to slightly below jamming),437
we can characterise the rheology of athermal, noninertial particle suspensions in any of the438
studied flows based on the rate-independent formulation [3]. Interestingly, the log-linear439
axes in Figures 4(c) and (d) Inset reveal a potential mismatch in the functional form of τ ′440
for frictionless and frictional particles on the approach to jamming. We expect that this441
does not derive from the effects of polydispersity or particle hardness mentioned above, but442
rather represents a qualitative difference in the nature of the stresses at flow arrest when443
contacts are sliding or rolling. The asymptotic behaviour of τ ′(I ′v) for frictionless particles444
has been previously demonstrated in the absence of hydrodynamic interactions [7], and445
further analyses based on the current model are deferred to future work.446
VIII. CONCLUSION447
We have thus shown that for a broad range of volume fractions the underlying extensional448
rheology of dense suspensions can be described simply by a Newtonian Trouton’s ratio.449
This leads to a good agreement with viscous number rheology, provided the stresses are450
rescaled appropriately by the Trouton’s ratio, which is available a priori from the known451
deformation tensor. For suspensions of frictionless particles, our model predicts no flow-type452
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dependence on the critical volume fraction for jamming φ0 and consequently the Trouton’s453
ratios are fixed up to φ ≈ 0.63. This result is relevant for athermal suspensions with normal454
repulsive interactions between particles, for example emulsions and silica suspensions below455
shear thickening. By contrast, a disparity in jamming volume fractions φm for different456
deformations emerges for frictional particles, suggesting that mixed flows with shear and457
extensional components might jam and unjam at fixed volume fraction and stress, simply458
due to changes in the deformation. This is relevant for suspensions of large granular particles459
of the type described under the framework of Boyer et al. [3], and also for silica suspensions460
above the onset of shear thickening.461
It would be interesting to determine whether, in practice, chaotic flow or even oscillating462
flows of the type described by Pine et al. [72] that can eliminate particle-particle con-463
tacts might serve to inhibit the role of load-bearing force chains and thus extend the range464
of volume fractions that exhibit Newtonian Trouton’s ratios even for frictional particles.465
Achieving a general description of extensional rheology is relevant to numerous applications466
that involve mixed flows of dense suspensions, notably in footstuffs [73], ceramic paste ex-467
trusion [1, 74] and calcium phosphate injections for bone replacement treatments [75]. In468
addition, dense suspensions are emerging as a useful material for energy dissipation during469
impacts, for which both biaxial [76] and uniaxial [77] configurations are relevant.470
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Appendix A: Scalar resistances for hydrodynamic lubrication forces477
The scalar resistances used in the hydrodynamic force model described in Section II follow478
those presented by Kim and Karrila [42] and are given (for β = a2/a1) by479
XA11 = 6pia1
(
2β2
(1 + β)3
1
ξ
+
β(1 + 7β + β2)
(5(1 + β)3)
ln
(
1
ξ
))
, (A1a)480
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Y A11 = 6pia1
(
4β(2 + β + 2β2)
15(1 + β)3
ln
(
1
ξ
))
, (A1b)482
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Y B11 = −4pia21
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ln
(
1
ξ
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(
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ln
(
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ξ
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Appendix B: Check that the simulation result isn’t affected by finite-size effects491
Using simple shear as a test case, we simulate various periodic box sizes (i.e. particle492
numbers) to check that there are no finite size effects. For simulations with N > 3000,493
we find rather convincing system size independence. Thus we conclude that the results494
presented in this work, which all have N> 10000, are not influenced by system size.495
Appendix C: Demonstration of simulation breaking down for large uniaxial strains496
As discussed in the main text, our extensional flow simulations do not allow arbitrarily497
large deformations, but rather are limited by the shrinking length of the compressive axes.498
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FIG. A2. (a) Viscosity versus strain plot for uniaxial deformation with a small (N=7500) and
large (N=15000) simulation box. (b) Variation of box dimensions Lx and Lz with strain.
We tested the maximal strain that can be reasonably achieved under uniaxial extension by499
deforming the box until the measured viscosity shows unphysical behaviour, Figure A2. For500
both system sizes considered, we are able to obtain a strain independent viscosity in the501
strain window 1 → 4.5. We thus constrain the averaging window for all extensional flow502
simulations considered in this work to that range of strains.503
Appendix D: Role of particle stiffness504
To confirm that the spike in Trouton’s ratio observed for frictional particles does indeed505
represent a ratio between a flowing and a jammed state, we repeated the simulations using506
particles with increased stiffness. Since the stresses in the flowing states are roughly inde-507
pendent of particle stiffness (since we are already near the hard particle limit) while the508
jammed state stresses scale with kn/a [8], we find that the magnitude of the spike in Trou-509
ton’s ratio for frictional particles at φ = 0.575 scales with the particle stiffness, Figure A3.510
511
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